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The label and labeling side of packaging is growing in importance and is moving technologically

faster than the printing/converting side of packaging.

Reasons –
*
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Smart or digital trends are producing changes in marketing, production and application of
products and documents.
Beautiful, effective messages ‘jump’ from inventive designer minds (from their computers) to
digital files that carry images and messages; readily sent to printers for incorporation into the
package and label - and ‘cry out’ to the buyer.
The package can reach out and flag the buyers attention; photo quality graphics, 3D image,
audio clips, coupon offers, smell, temperature, holograms, bar codes.
Security of the product throughout the supply chain becomes increasingly important - global
outsourced manufacturing, and global marketing, increased pirating, terrorism and fake and
fraudulent products.
Protection from tampering, environmental hazards, extreme temperatures.
The package MUST carry visual and specific information to be successful. The package
becomes the interface from the designer, the producer, and the seller to the supply chain and to
the customer.
All steps from trade mark control to advertising to shipment and delivery, customer self
authentication, and warranty registration can occur by and though the package and label
interface.
In the digital information age - DATA trumps all other issues. Digital images and digital data
collection make the new age possible. And the designer and the computer program are not the
least concerned with the printing process or the number of ‘copies’. They are not high on the
huge volume of packaging and ink that they might consume – in fact these designers and their
companies are on the same ‘paperless’ path as the rest of the world.
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Gravure and Flexo printing systems have much to offer this brave new
world, great color consistency, long, long plate lives, low cost, totally
automated, very high speed, low labor manufacturing systems. Flexo
and even more flexible shorter run capability;
But they carry a legacy and ‘anchor’ of all of those same characteristics!
The brave new world starts with digital information. If you only want 1 or
a few hundred or a few thousand of something, you have no need for
large productions and use an entirely different approach to the printing
and conversion step. If you are a package designer you do not think
much about quantities or process.
The part of the world that wants information about its products needs
variable data. The part of the business that wants to incorporate a
different color sweater on every other page needs variable printing.
And in a sustainable future that we all want, packaging will continue to
be a nuisance of some kind, ie not a naturally growing business field.
But, package printing is not a buggy whip, it is growing in many areas
and will remain a driving force of compliance and safety and image.
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My interest in this matter lies in the great ways in which
printing can be the most important and effective way to
provide the elements of secure and reliable security
marks.
An understanding of these trends can give a package printer a step up
when asked or when asking for opportunities. To be alert to a chance to
move to a customers newest needs, ones that the customer may not
have been thinking of as something to buy from his printer partner of the
past.
If you are in the package printing field should you, could you reach up to
another part of the value add that is either here or coming to your nearby
customer?
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•First a brief summary of some
projects/products that we have been
involved with in recent times
Olympic Brand Protection
Artists signature pens
Movie Set asset marking
Sports memorabilia
Sports Ball box marking
Cigarette Package Marking
Brand label Clothing marking
THE Power of DNA Matrix
We have 11 patents on dyes and DNA
applications
Building a business around our technology
– worked with ink makers printers offset
flexo silk screen and ink jet.
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Protecting the Sydney Olympics
• Focus on easily copied apparel
• Protecting one of the world’s most
famous trademarks
• Secure labels and hang tags
• In the field policing

• Trademark Investigation Service
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Cigarette Tax Stamps

Covert machine readable mark with
encoded data on security paper

Covert mark,
invisible to the
naked eye

Cigarette tax stamp tests
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Unique “Number” Digital Mark on Each Item

ID Document
Drug bottle
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READERS
•Forensic-level readers are used to detect the presence of
optical codes

Length – 14 cm

Width – 2.8 cm

Depth – 0.8 cm
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PHARMA APPLICATIONSBar Code” Readers

Tuned to forensic tagged covert marks 2D Matrix
• Reading Lifetime Unique Identifiers
• And date time location information into the Enterprise IT
System
•
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GTIN Definition & Information
Content of Data matrix
•GTIN = Global Trade Item Number (= EAN.UCC14) = unit of sales
•The product code contains 14 digits = Indicator (1digit) + EAN 13
•This product code is unique throughout the world (GS1 codification standard)

•Product information is coded in the Data matrix using EAN-UCC 128 syntax
•Standard harmonized Application Identifiers (AI) are used to announce the type
of information provided :
–AI (01) : identify the product code of the commercial unit
(GTIN = 14 numeric digits)
–AI (10) : identify the batch number (up to 20 alphanumeric digits)
–AI (17) : identify the expiry date (6 numeric digits YYMMDD)
–AI (21) : identify the serial number (20 numeric digits)
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Bar Code Readers

Reader Types:

Online Readers ;
Cognex
Hand Held;

InData

Camera ;

GSSC

Wireless;

InData
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Document Readers Authenticate Variable Data
Documents
Readers “automate” entry
document authentication
Extract all variable data
including Unique Identity
Codes

AssureTec Model ID 100
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Document Reader
finds Unique Identifier Code AND finds many security elements – overt ,
covert, and forensic.

Example Counterfeit USA B1/B2 Visa

White Light
Near-Infrared picture
should suppress the
photograph

Near-Infrared
Coaxial response
should show

Coaxial

AssureTec slide

seals
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Integrated Enterprise-Wide Approach
Beginning at the design phase of the document; Incorporate security rules,
bar codes, logos, and Increase Visibility and Traceability
Internal departments
External agencies

Dispersed corporate teams

Digital Workflow and Real-time collaboration tools Print service providers
Automated, streamlined and tracked process reduces
production complexities, redundancies and errors
Courtesy Design2Launch Kodak
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Enterprise wide integrated security system
Integrated Supply Chain
Track and Trace Model
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IS TRANSPARENCY THE ANSWER TO
SECURITY?
Tell the world that you produce DNA tagged
documents;
mark the document with a UIC at time of
certification of validity;
make the UIC identifier available to
everyone; read the mark at every opportunity ;
keep accurate and easily found records of
its location – often .
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Additional thoughts:
Lessons learned from Supply Chain product
management - where the technologies are the
same and in regular “industrial strength” practice
Rfid and Smart Card Chips are integrated into the
system by sets of common UIC’s and Parent/Child
relationships coded into all versions of data collection.
Production Control systems all use – bar code
technologies
Track and Trace technology is well established –
courier packages
Encryption and secure transfer of information from
digital file to print and back makes transparency
possible. Convergence and Interoperability.
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THE UKRAINIAN TAX STAMP
PROGRAMME
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Background: Tobacco market
Hundreds of billions of cigarettes
are “vanishing” each year from
legal trade channels into an
underworld market, and the
counterfeiting of cigarettes is
growing steadily.
Illicit trade of tobacco products
was estimated to be 10.7% of
worldwide sales in 2006, 600
billion cigarettes
*Cigarettes are believed to be the
highest illegally trafficked legal
product in the world
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TAX RATES
•Tax rates have been increasing
over past decade.
•Therefore, the value of tax
stamps have became higher.

Tax stamps need to be even more
secure than they were in the past
because there is more incentive
to counterfeit them.
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EXCISE STAMP
STRUCTURE
HOW THE OVERT AND COVERT TECHNOLOGY
WORK TOGETHER

Month and year of issue
Series and serial number
Holographic element with invisible taggant

Beverage type and volume
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SAMPLE STAMPS
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Tobacco market: Illicit trade in Ukraine
• Transnational tobacco
companies (TTCs) control
99% of the cigarette market in
Ukraine
• In 2008, the TTCs produced
30% more cigarettes than the
local market in Ukraine could
consume.
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PocketSure – Handheld Reader
A pocket-sized reader for field authentication
One code can be stored in memory
Lower-cost for high volume distribution
Warehouses
Law Enforcement

Retail Locations

Audio tone and visual feedback
Replaceable batteries, no charging circuits
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SAMPLE STAMPS & READERS
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IDEA OF SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
PLOT OF SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM
ANALYSER

R

LIGHT
SOURCE

λ
HOLOGRAM
TAX STAMP

Step 1: Light source illuminates a hologram
Step 2: Optical system collects reflected light
Step 3: Spectrum analyzer measures energy of signal for different
wavelengths’
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BACKGROUND
• Ukraine was loosing millions of dollars in
revenue and letting high amounts of counterfeit
tobacco and alcohol products into the country
• Existing security measures which included
intaglio and offset printing with UV inks were
being counterfeited
• Security checks on holograms were carried out
with the naked eye, leaving plenty of
opportunity for mistakes
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Facts about Ukraine
Ukraine is a country in Eastern
Europe. At 603,700 square
kilometres, Ukraine is the 44th
largest country in the world.
Ukraine is the largest country
completely in Geographic Europe.
•Population –45 Million
•GDP - $113.55 Billion
•Alcohol Consumption
650 Million bottles per year
•Cigarette Consumption
100 Billion sticks per year
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PROGRAM INCREASED TAX REVENUE
FOR UKRAINE
• 2008 saw an instant increase of $200 million in state
budget revenues
• 2009 saw a revenue increase of 59.6% from 2008
• 2010 saw a revenue increase of 39% from 2009
• The new Ukraine tax stamp has put an more than $3
billion USD into the state treasury of Ukraine so far

The security features have paid
for themselves many times over
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THE SUPPLY CHAIN INTEGRATION
Production chain
EDAPS / INKSURE
Holographic hot stamping foil
Orders

Ukrainian Tax
Administration

State Printing
Company
“PK Ukraine”

Local Tax
Local Tax
Administrations
Local Tax
Administrations
Administrations
Tax banderoles

Paper, inks, etc.
Subcontractors
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A new Paradigm ?
•
•
•
•
•
•

A WAYBILL NUMBER FOR EACH ITEM IN THE SHIPMENT
DIGITAL PRINTED BAR CODE
VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE WITH FORENSIC TAGGANT
INITIATED IN THE DESIGN OF THE LABEL AND PACKAGE
AUTOMATIC DATA COLLECTION TUNED TO INVISIBLE INK
INTEGRATED TO THE ENTERPRISE PRODUCTION SHIPPING AND
FINANCIAL REPORTS
• WAYBILL NUMBER PUBLICIZED AND AVAILABLE TO ANYONE

Transparency

=

SECURITY
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Cell phone Verification

{Courtesy Yottamark; also Verify Brands, TUV,
Kezzler; Certicom}
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TUV Brand Risk Management (Cont’d)
Internet Response

• VALID : THE PRODUCT CODE TJ5W4854W442H HAS BEEN
SUCCESSFULLY VERIFIED.
•Product Information
•Product Name : Product Control & Authentication System
•Date Of Manufacturing: 2009-04-21
•Country of Origin: Japan
•Product Description The PCAS has been designed to provide maximum
features while ensuring that the system's usability is simple and efficient.
The code itself is a unique alphanumerical code which provides you with a
range of manufacturing information. When the system is fully integrated into
your production line, the code can be associated to details such as
production date, product, batch, lot number and additional information.
brm@jpn.tuv.com
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